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If They Could See Me Now
2016-02-11

absolutely loved it thought provoking and moving
susan lewis i loved it a really cracking read
martina cole denise welch s first novel is perfect
for fans of susan lewis martina cole amanda prowse
and tracey buchanan they all think her life is
perfect harper is a beautiful woman pampered by
her attractive wealthy husband living in a
gorgeous home from the outside everything looks
wonderful but they don t see what happens behind
closed doors harper is fifty three her perfect
husband is a bully who criticises her looks her
housekeeping and her parenting then a nasty
anonymous letter makes her question everything she
knows about her family harper has never had to
strike out on her own but she doesn t recognise
the downtrodden woman looking back at her in the
mirror can harper clarke find the strength to
start her life all over again

Darkness They Could Not See
2018-04-11

christopher columbus s first voyage leaving spain
on august 3 1492 arriving in the west indies
october 12 1492 historical fiction suspenseful and
edge of the seat story about the spanish seamen
and the taínos of the caribbean
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Why Can't They See Me
2021-04-12

her goals to be seen had taken her on a journey
through darkness as the journey progressed she
grew deathly weary barely able to cling to hope
would there be any light to guide her to safety at
what point had her journey taken her so deep into
the world s darkness she was a good person filled
with great love but no one seemed to notice would
she survive the raw evil that she repeatedly
encounters how long could she continue making the
tumultuous journey that had held her captive for
so long she was searching crying out reaching and
grabbing for the perfect moment the perfect
situation to bring hope back into her life the act
of calling out soon turned into screams still to
no avail the screams returned void she continued
her search for hope and happiness the tears began
to dry and dreams faded away what had she failed
to see

What they couldn't see
2023-12-18

trinnie is due to celebrate her thirtieth birthday
in march of 2020 which is an important milestone
for her over the last five years trinnie has made
some close friends all seven of whom are invited
to the party she chooses where to go and has one
of the friends make all the arrangements at some
of her favorite hangout spots then covid hits
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everything has to be cancelled and the birthday
celebration becomes a zoom party amy who is making
the arrangements decides to throw a creative
wrinkle into things unbeknownst to trinnie by
asking each friend to create a t shirt which
visually explains their relationship to trinnie
they will then reveal their designs at the party
through an unboxing each chapter begins with a
party goer unboxing their t shirt revealing their
connection with trinnie as the party begins all of
the guests realize that other than trinnie they
are looking at six strangers though the story is
set in seattle the reader is transported to other
parts of america and to europe through each
character s relationship with trinnie each party
guest describes their personal journey in becoming
friends with trinnie and the impact she s had on
their life each individual history has twists and
turns which shine light on who these friends are
as well as giving the reader insight into trinnie
s inner thoughts

They All Saw a Cat
2016-08-30

they all saw a cat new york times bestseller and
2017 caldecott medal and honor book the cat walked
through the world with its whiskers ears and paws
in this glorious celebration of observation
curiosity and imagination brendan wenzel shows us
the many lives of one cat and how perspective
shapes what we see when you see a cat what do you
see if you and your child liked the girl who drank
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the moon finding winnie and radiant child you ll
love they all saw a cat an ingenious idea
gorgeously realized shelf awareness starred review
both simple and ingenious in concept wenzel s book
feels like a game changer the huffington post

They Didn't See Us Coming
2020-07-14

from an award winning scholar a vibrant portrait
of a pivotal moment in the history of the feminist
movement from the declaration of the year of the
woman to the televising of anita hill s testimony
from bitch magazine to sistersong s demands for
reproductive justice the 90s saw the birth of some
of the most lasting aspects of contemporary
feminism historian lisa levenstein tracks this
time of intense and international coalition
building one that centered on the growing
influence of lesbians women of color and activists
from the global south their work laid the
foundation for the feminist energy seen in today s
movements including the 2017 women s march and
metoo campaigns a revisionist history of the
origins of contemporary feminism they didn t see
us coming shows how women on the margins built a
movement at the dawn of the digital age

In the Water They Can't See You
Cry
2012-04-03
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in this candid and ultimately uplifting memoir
olympic medalist amanda beard reveals the truth
about coming of age in the spotlight the demons
she battled along the way and the newfound
happiness that has proved to be her greatest
victory at the tender age of fourteen amanda beard
walked onto the pool deck at the atlanta olympics
carrying her teddy bear harold and left with two
silvers and a gold medal she competed in three
more olympic games winning a total of seven medals
and enjoyed a lucrative modeling career on the
side at one point she was the most downloaded
female athlete on the internet yet despite her
astonishing career and sex symbol status amanda
felt unworthy of all her success unaware that she
was suffering from clinical depression she hid the
pain beneath a megawatt smile with no other outlet
for her feelings besides the pool amanda expressed
her emotions through self destructive behavior in
her late teens and twenties she became bulimic
abused drugs and alcohol and started cutting
herself her low self esteem led to toxic
relationships with high profile men in the sports
world no one not even her own parents and friends
knew about the turmoil she was going through only
when she met her future husband who discovered her
cutting herself did amanda realize she needed help
through her renewed faith in herself the love of
her family and finally the birth of her baby boy
blaise amanda has transformed her life in these
pages she speaks frankly about her struggles with
depression the pressures to be thin and the
unhealthy relationships she confused for love in
the water they can t see you cry is a raw
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compelling story of a woman who gained the
strength to live as bravely out of the water as
she did in it

Why Can’T They See Me?
2012-10-03

authorsam antrim kane was born the middle of two
sisters he has a sweet loving wife five children
and five grandchildren in 2004 the family lost
uncles and aunts to cancer cousins nephews and
nieces to drunk driving and suicide sam started
writing a family ministries letter to help
families realize they are not alone he felt the
family should have been there to help comfort and
support those that were hurting god continues to
inspire him to write these letters each month and
mail them out to over 100 family and friends after
his sister jan died he began writing this book
about her and all the struggles hardships and
bullying that she went through everyone no matter
who you are just wants to be seen there is lots of
deceptions people use just to be seen such as
education drugs alcohol and money

They Never Saw Me Then
2002-03-28

this book is the story of my flying experiences
during world war ii it covers primarily the period
from february 1943 to april 1945 at the beginning
i explain why and how i got into the army air
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corps as it was then called and at the end i
include an account of my partial convalescence in
a u s army hospital in england otherwise i stick
closely to my actual flying experiences and the
events of that era i omit all but a trivial amount
of personal experiences outside of flying i have
compiled this account from several sources 1 my
memory and my official flight record 2 the letters
i wrote to my immediate family while i was in the
air corps which i repossessed after my parents
died 3 official eighth air force records of
bombing missions 4 accounts written by former crew
members larry locker john r wingfield and fred
stoker and 5 the book the 388th at war by edward
huntzinger during the war i had a diary in which i
kept brief accounts of day to day events however
some eager lackey who must have known that diaries
were officially forbidden removed it from my
belongings in march 1945 when he transferred them
from my bomber unit to the army hospital where i
was convalescing fortunately i could verify the
dates and events that i include in this account by
means of these other sources long ago i determined
to write this chronicle if i survived my combat
tour i felt that it would be the least i could do
for those who will never grow old and can never
speak for themselves i do not pretend to speak for
them nevertheless if my account is only one among
many that bears witness to the trauma and agony of
politically organized human conflict it will have
served its purpose the title i have chosen derives
from the common thought many of us have when we
are suddenly enveloped in big events such as for
example world war ii boy if they could see me now
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we think as we imagine all the people family
friends and enemies who might gasp in awe and
admiration at our exploits but they never saw me
then since they did not see me then i decided to
tell this story myself i was a young man a boy
really 21 22 years old during 1943 and 1944 i was
one among millions of young men fighting millions
of other young men all of whom might have been
friends if not for the circumstances of time and
place in which they happened to live all my fellow
airmen and i knew that hitler and his henchmen
were atrocious and loathsome examples of the human
race yet any u s soldier or airman who thought
even briefly about his job of trying to kill and
destroy the enemy knew that he was not within
range of damaging hitler and other nazi leaders we
could not reach their personal environments or
influence their decisions our activities were many
magnitudes removed from hurting them we could only
chip away at the peripheries of their domain and
hope that our efforts would destroy their
capability to continue to do so we had to try and
kill our enemy counterparts with whom we had no
personal quarrel at all we aimed our bombs at
their strategic war making industries and
infrastructure but in the process we knew we could
not avoid hitting churches schools and innocent
people many of us thought that a better way must
exist fifty six years later i still think so the
first section of this book describes my
experiences as an aviation cadet i began flying in
august 1943 and advanced through the three phases
of the air corps flight instruction program
primary basic and advanced i received my silver
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pilot wings in february 1944 which meant i was in
the pilot class of 44 b air corps orders then
assigned me to the role of copilot on a b 17 i was
placed on a crew for operational training at drew
field near tampa florida upon completion of that
training my crew and i were shipped to sco

Senate documents
1877

a dead body in an alley a hotel with a dark secret
olivia and nate are back in chicago for an fbi
training it s supposed to be a relaxing trip away
from the kids but it isn t long before they are
pulled in to help investigate a recent murder they
quickly learn that the young woman found in the
alley may not just be an innocent victim

See How They Run
2022-03-21

the india they saw complete collection vol 1 to
vol 4 set of 4 books by jain sandhya immerse
yourself in the rich tapestry of india s history
culture and heritage with the india they saw
complete collection spanning four volumes this
comprehensive collection brings together accounts
from various travelers explorers and scholars who
witnessed the wonders of india across different
time periods delve into their vivid descriptions
personal narratives and insightful observations
offering a captivating journey through india s
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past key aspects of the book the india they saw
complete collection multifaceted perspectives the
collection presents a diverse range of
perspectives from travelers and explorers who
visited india throughout history each volume
showcases different accounts offering a mosaic of
narratives that capture india s cultural
geographical and social complexities from multiple
angles historical and cultural insights through
the accounts of these travelers readers gain
valuable insights into india s rich history
cultural traditions and the way of life during
various periods the collection provides a unique
window into the past shedding light on significant
events landmarks and societal norms that shaped
the country personal narratives the india they saw
brings history to life through the personal
narratives of the individuals who experienced the
wonders of india firsthand their stories
impressions and encounters offer an intimate
glimpse into their journeys fostering a connection
between the reader and the travelers who were
captivated by india s allure sandhya jain is the
editor and compiler of the india they saw complete
collection as a historian and scholar jain has
curated a comprehensive collection of travel
accounts and narratives bringing together diverse
perspectives on india s rich cultural heritage
through this collection jain provides readers with
a unique opportunity to explore india s past
through the eyes of those who have traversed its
lands throughout history
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The India They Saw complete
collection (Vol-1 to Vol-4) (Set
of 4 Books)
2023-05-14

next to the lake s dappled water a woman lies on
her yoga mat her limbs twisted as if she is trying
to crawl away her mug of tea steams into the cool
air and her lips still warm are parted mid
sentence but she will never speak or see again
when sandra ashville is found murdered in a sleepy
town near oakhurst detective jo fournier is first
at the scene jo is shaken by the similarities
between herself and the dead assistant district
attorney a dedicated woman with a heart for
justice and as she examines sandra s body jo
discovers something that chills her to the bone
the bullet hole is covered by an intact blindfold
why was sandra only blindfolded after her death
the very next morning jo receives a shocking call
a judge has been brutally killed before she too
was blindfolded soon it becomes clear that the
twisted serial killer is working with a deadly
countdown every morning another body will be found
working around the clock jo makes an important
break through all the victims are connected to the
same murder trial and jo s dear friend and partner
bob arnett could be next with the next morning
rapidly approaching jo and her team pull out all
the stops to catch the killer but when she
uncovers a stain of corruption that includes bob
jo faces an impossible choice can she trust her
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partner when the evidence suggests he turned a
blind eye to a grave miscarriage of justice and as
the body count rises can jo catch the killer
before it is too late for her oldest friend from
usa today bestseller m m chouinard what they saw
is an utterly addictive serial killer thriller
that will keep you reading into the early hours
perfect for fans of lisa regan melinda leigh and
gregg olsen readers love what they saw what did i
just read wow i mean seriously wow absolutely
explosive page turner had me hook line and sinker
i read it in a day i flew through the pages i just
could not put it down clear your schedules before
picking this up as you will not be able to put it
down i loved it bookworm86 wow i thought my kindle
was going to ignite because i was tearing through
the pages i just had to know how this book would
end you will not be able to sleep until you finish
addictive goodreads reviewer thrilling definitely
one of those i ll only read one more page books
and next thing you know it s 12am kept me up most
the night devouring those pages i couldn t stop
addictive i was gripped from the very beginning
rubie reads heart racing and edge of your seat had
me gripping my kindle for dear life once upon a
time book reviews wow what can i say blew me away
a page turner from the start and i loved every
word brilliant netgalley reviewer had me on the
edge of my seat from start to finish days later
and the end still has me thinking about it i can t
recommend this book enough goodreads reviewer
addictive i stayed up well past my bedtime to read
hooks you in from page one and the action doesn t
stop until the mind blowing ending goodreads
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reviewer had me up late into the night reading i
just had to find out what the ending was going to
be shortbooktyme once you start reading you will
not be able to stop twists and turns will have you
gasping out loud keeping the lights on and glaring
at anyone who dares to interrupt you nail biting
goodreads reviewer wow a heart pounder had me
glued to my kindle goodreads reviewer

What They Saw
2011-01-01

in the wake of the commercial and political
expansion of europe in the eighteenth century
there was a remarkable increase in the number of
europeans visiting india not merely for trade but
also in search of her fabled ancient wisdom the
european rediscovery of india s cultural heritage
led to the emergence of orientalist scholarship
and a belief that india was the original home of
the arts and sciences in india the great patron of
indie studies was the governor general warren
hastings he gathered around himself a select group
that included charles wilkins nathaniel halhed and
william jones the most famous of the orientalists
but the growing political ascendancy of the
british in india dampened the early exuberance for
indie studies as conquerors the british began to
feel the need to justify their conquests and exalt
their own race and religion several other forces
were at work to turn the tide against india the
industrial revolution in england had created the
need to convert india into a market for machine
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made british goods meanwhile the evangelicals
pressed for the christianization and anglicization
of india which they felt would lead to permanent
british rule and also change indian lifestyle to
the advantage of british manufacturers the
evangelicals allied with the utilitarians to
launch a tirade against indian culture and force
the retreat of the orientalists this volume covers
the period from a d 1700 to 1850 a significant
number of travellers visited india during this
century and a half the accounts available to us
are primarily those written in english a
considerable amount of the work in french and the
rich accounts of the early danish missionaries on
the coromandel coast for instance have yet to be
translated into english selected stories of honoré
de balzac by honoré de balzac in this collection
honoré de balzac presents a selection of his
acclaimed short stories showcasing his incredible
talent for vivid storytelling and character
development with its rich language and engaging
narratives this book is a must read for fans of
classical literature key aspects of the book
selected stories of honoré de balzac collection of
short stories the book features a collection of
acclaimed short stories by honoré de balzac vivid
storytelling and character development the stories
showcase balzac s incredible talent for vivid
storytelling and character development useful for
literature enthusiasts the book is useful for fans
of classical literature and those interested in
the works of balzac honoré de balzac was a french
novelist and playwright who is regarded as one of
the greatest writers of western literature his
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book selected stories of honoré de balzac is
highly regarded for its captivating storytelling
and rich language

THE INDIA THEY SAW (VOL-4)
2023-03-30

words begin to lose their meanings flaking off
into air like moths friendships cultivated over a
lifetime fall apart in testing circumstances what
does the stranger with yellow eyes really want
from far around they saw us burn is the eagerly
awaited first short story collection from alice
jolly one of the most exciting and accomplished
voices in british fiction today the extraordinary
range of work gathered here is united by a
fascination with how everyday interactions can
transform our lives in unpredictable ways these
are stories of lonely people outcasts and misfits
and the ghosts that inhabit our intimate spaces
the result is a compelling arresting and at times
devastating collection not least in the title
story which was inspired by the tragic true events
of the 1943 cavan orphanage fire written with an
exemplary eye for detail and an intimate
understanding of the complexities of human nature
jolly s collection builds up towards the ultimate
question what is revealed of us when we peel away
the surfaces and is it enough
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From Far Around They Saw Us Burn
2002-11-15

berger shares actual stories of her conversations
with ghosts and how she used those episodes to
help the living and the dead with her no nonsense
style down to earth stories and helpful hints
berger demonstrates how almost anyone can learn to
listen to the voices that might be trying to reach
them from beyond

They Don't See What I See
2009-03-17

named one of the best baseball books ever written
by esquire an insider s look at the largely
unknown world of professional umpires the small
group of men and the very occasional woman who
make sure america s favorite pastime is conducted
in a manner that is clean crisp and true millions
of american baseball fans know with absolute
certainty that umpires are simply overpaid galoots
who are doing an easy job badly millions of
american baseball fans are wrong bruce weber a new
york times reporter not only interviewed dozens of
professional umpires but entered their world
trained to become an umpire then spent a season
working games from little league to big league
spring training as they see em is weber s
entertaining account of this experience as well as
a lively exploration of what amounts to an
eccentric secret society with its own customs its
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own rituals its own colorful vocabulary writing
with deep knowledge of and affection for baseball
he delves into such questions as why isn t every
strike created equal is the ump part of the game
or outside of it why doesn t a tie go to the
runner and what do umps and managers say to each
other during an argument really packed with
fascinating reportage that reveals the game as
never before and answers the kinds of questions
that fans exasperated by the clichés of
conventional sports commentary pose to themselves
around the television set bruce weber s as they
see em is a towering grand slam

As They See 'Em
2013-07-10

the phrase seeing the elephant symbolized for 49
gold rushers the exotic the mythical the once in a
lifetime adventure unequaled anywhere else but in
the journey to the promised land of fortune
california most western myths generally depict an
exclusively male gold rush levy s book debunks
that myth here a variety of women travel work and
write their way across the pages of western
migrant history choice one of the best and most
comprehensive accounts of gold rush life to date ˆ
san francisco chronicle

They Saw the Elephant
2012-10-25
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small minded academic dr llwyd mcnamara has a
grant to research wales biggest here rugby star
dylan manawydan jones big m but as he plays with
usb sticks in his office the gods have other plans
lloyd jones retells this third branch of the
celtic myth cycle the mabinogion with his usual
wit imaginative intelligence and love of language

See How They Run
2016-04-01

at the heart of this collection of poems is the
nature of water water as giver and taker of life
luxuriant and lethal in equal measures it is set
against the backdrop of the shipping forecast and
weaves the myths and legends of the ancient
mesopotamians through a litany of migrations down
the ages to the present day

They Who Saw the Deep
1891

in 1983 a few miles north of new york city
hundreds of people were startled to see a ufo a
series of flashing lights that formed a v as big
as a football field moving slowly and silently
this text explores all the evidence and over 7000
sightings including those recorded up to 1995
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Firelight Stories
1893

they see in darkness is a thriller novel written
by ethel lina white oldtown the setting of this
novel seems like your average little town with
friendly neighbors to be found on each side one
day however a dead body was discovered in a
gruesome state and to the horror of oldtown s
inhabitants this is only the first of many

The People's Bible: John
1998

in this harrowing pulse pounding story of romance
and danger by bethany campbell two strangers race
to save innocent children from a crime lord s hit
men a gifted teacher for special needs children
laura stoner loves her charges especially eight
year old autistic twins rickie and trace fletcher
an ordinary day on the school playground turns
into a nightmare when shots ring out and an old
man lies dead by witnessing the drive by shooting
the boys become innocent targets of a dangerous
syndicate now u s attorney mike montana is tasked
with getting the boys and their beautiful
determined teacher out of harm s way but it s
getting harder by the minute there s a leak inside
the witness protection program and no matter how
fast or far they run the bad guys spot their every
move part of mike wants to deny the fierce
possessive attraction growing for laura but desire
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wins and soon he s in over his heart aware that
nothing means more to him than getting them all
out of this one alive includes a special message
from the editor as well as excerpts from these
loveswept titles in the arms of the law ivy
secrets and the rose of blacksword

Night Siege
1872

the new york times bestselling author of witnessed
intruders and missing time three groundbreaking
books on the ufo phenomenon returns with
astonishing evidence that other worldly beings are
a very real and growing part of our lives in sight
unseen budd hopkins and coauthor carol rainey show
how fascinating discoveries in modern science
support the plausibility of the ufo phenomenon
featuring sixteen never before published cases
sight unseen probes two newly uncovered patterns
in alien abduction cases of ufo invisibility and
reports of genetically altered alien beings who
interact with humans during their routine lives
the invisibility accounts detailed by hopkins
include numerous daylight abductions in densely
populated urban areas all apparently unseen and
accomplished through a technology of invisibility
two air force non coms are snatched from the
tarmac of a busy military airfield an australian
family is levitated up into a hovering craft while
the father remains paralyzed on the ground with a
camera to his eye the resulting evidence on film
is discussed in terms of our own scientific
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advances in the second series of cases abductees
report encounters with beings who appear human but
apparently possess paranormal powers and stunted
emotional ranges three young women unknown to each
other are mysteriously summoned to job interviews
in ordinary office settings they encounter human
looking beings who lead them into baffling ufo
abduction experiences a wisconsin farmer meets
damoe a man with odd behavior who closely
resembles his son damoe eventually reveals himself
as an accomplice of ufo occupants in a startling
abduction of the farmer and his wife five year old
jen is abducted at night to a nearby playground
there she must teach the techniques and skills of
play to twelve seemingly identical quasi human
children along with these bizarre first person
stories told by credible people hopkins and rainey
explore cutting edge advances in our own
technologies and scientific theories that show how
these new ufo patterns could have a concrete basis
in contemporary science included are an
examination of cloaking devices for aircraft mind
control technologies and teleportation achieved in
the lab perhaps the most compelling argument to
support these cases lies in the startling and
controversial new science of transgenics that
actually allows for the creation of alien human
beings

The Works of Aurelius Augustine:
Writings in connection with the
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Manichaean heresy, translated by
Richard Stothert. 1872
1878

his family has been murdered his past lover is
running for her life and now dr david strauss must
travel across europe to track down the killers
outside new york city the palatial home of dr
david strauss s parents is attacked by gunmen
during a glittering party as he watches helplessly
his wife is murdered in los angeles strauss s
brother is killed during the academy award
ceremonies in manhattan his past sweetheart alix
rothchild is running for her life dr david strauss
is soon obsessed with finding the explosive secret
behind the murders of his family members his
dangerous odyssey takes him across europe and
finally to the olympics straight to one of the
most shattering surprises in suspense fiction
brilliant and chilling see how they run is another
stunning story from the world s 1 writer

Doings of the Bodley Family in
Town and Country, ; and The
Bodleys Telling Stories
1897

father o brien is a tough catholic priest with a
violent past he now counsels youth in prison and
has a particular interest in two brothers behind
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bars he becomes their advocate on the pretext of
rehabilitation visiting them regularly and
eventually getting the boys released into his care
dci keir dickson the man who put these brothers
away for eight years is furious he sends ds liam
smith undercover to see what this priest and these
ex cons are up to it turns out the father has
given the boys an intriguing assignment every
month they drive a volvo to an orphanage in
holland with food and clothes driving a supposedly
empty car back into england the brothers soon
realize their car is not empty on the return trip
and this realization puts them in grave danger
smith along with the rest of new scotland yard
must deduce father o brien s plan and hopefully
divert a disaster

Cosmopolitan
1879

the instant 1 new york times bestseller an
unforgettable and hollywood bound new thriller a
mix of hitchcockian suspense agatha christie
plotting and greek tragedy entertainment weekly
the silent patient is a shocking psychological
thriller of a woman s act of violence against her
husband and of the therapist obsessed with
uncovering her motive alicia berenson s life is
seemingly perfect a famous painter married to an
in demand fashion photographer she lives in a
grand house with big windows overlooking a park in
one of london s most desirable areas one evening
her husband gabriel returns home late from a
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fashion shoot and alicia shoots him five times in
the face and then never speaks another word alicia
s refusal to talk or give any kind of explanation
turns a domestic tragedy into something far
grander a mystery that captures the public
imagination and casts alicia into notoriety the
price of her art skyrockets and she the silent
patient is hidden away from the tabloids and
spotlight at the grove a secure forensic unit in
north london theo faber is a criminal
psychotherapist who has waited a long time for the
opportunity to work with alicia his determination
to get her to talk and unravel the mystery of why
she shot her husband takes him down a twisting
path into his own motivations a search for the
truth that threatens to consume him

Irish Monthly Magazine
1874

Six Judgments of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council in
Ecclesiastical Cases, 1850-1872
1892

Jesus
2021-11-09
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They See in Darkness
2012-02-13

See How They Run
2003-09-23

Sight Unseen
1895

St. Nicholas
1997-05-01

See How They Run
2021-07-22

They Never Saw It Coming
1896

New York Supreme Court Appellate
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Division First Department
1992

Operation Desert Shield/Desert
Storm
1894

Works
1884

House documents
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The Silent Patient
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